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Testing EW sector at IRIDE 



•  Electron beam  on target, Ee~0.1-3 GeV 
•  e-γ interaction, Ee~0.1-1.5 GeV; Eγ:1-50 MeV 

•  γ-γ interaction √s~1 MeV 

•  e-e- and e+e- interactions (√s~3 GeV) 
 

At IRIDE we will consider 4 different scenarios: 

•  Precision tests of QED, QCD, EW sectors of the SM at low energy 
•  Search for Physics beyond SM 

•  Test of QM 

•  Other motivations 

Physics case: 
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Testing EW sector at IRIDE 
(with electron beam  on target) 
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•  sin2θW = (e/g)2 = 1- (MW/MZ)2 a key parameter of the SM 
•  Incorporates:   SU(2)L xU(1)γ + Higgs Mechanism + Renormalizability 
•  Rad. Corrections strongly correlated with  
     masses of top quark, Higgs, New Physics! 

 
•  Low Q2⇒	  High	  sensitivity	  to	  New	  Phyisics  

Precision Test of the EW sector of the SM 



EW Precision Physics after Higgs Discovery 
K.S.Kumar,	  S.Mantry,	  W.J.Marciano	  and	  P.A.Souder,	  
	  	  ``Low	  Energy	  Measurements	  of	  the	  Weak	  Mixing	  Angle''	  
	  	  arXiv:1302.6263	  [hep-‐ex].	  

Experimental status: 
-2 precision measurement at LEP and SLC/SLD on Z pole 
-Low Energy experiments (e-e-, Neutrino scattering, APV) 
-New measurements at JLAB and Mainz (e- on p target) 
  



•  Scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons on unpolarized protons 
è Z boson exchange in e-p scattering introduces parity-violating effect 
è Measure parity-violating Left-Right cross section Asymmetry ALB 

 

A Low-Q2 Measurement of sin2θw at IRIDE 

IRIDE Goal: 
Measure ALR of with ~1-2% precision 

V-A: parity 
violating 
asymmetry 

γ	




Comparison with present and future experiments: 

 
PARAM. 

QWEAK 
@JLAB 

(2006-2012) 

P2@MAINZ 
(>2017) 

IRIDE 

Ee (GeV) ~1.1 0.2 0.1-3 
Pe 89% 85% ? 
Curr (µA) 180 150 >300 
θe (deg) 8 20 
Q2 (GeV2) 0.03 0.0048 0.001-1 
Apv (ppm) 0.28 0.02 
δApv (%) 2.1sys+1.3sta 1.7 Goal:1-2% 
δsw (%) 0.3 0.15 Goal: 

~0.1% 
Rate (TH) 6.4 x10-3 0.5 
Time (h) 2x103 104 

H2 Target 
(cm) 

35 60 

Very challenging 
measurement: 
− Control of the 

electron beam and  
target density 
fluctuations. 

− Control of e- beam 
polarization 

−  False Asymmetries 
− Systematics of the 

detector at <1% level 
 



IRIDE: Q2 = 0.001GeV2 (Ee=100 MeV) ÷ 1 GeV2(Ee=3 GeV) 
Q~40 MeV ÷ 1 GeV 

IRIDE 

(Assuming θ=20o) 



Testing QCD sector at IRIDE 
(with electron-photon and e-e 

interactions ) 
< 

e γ	
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•  This is a very important measurement which tests the QCD 
behaviour at low energy. The transition  is mainly due to the axial 
current anomaly (Adler, Bell, Jackiw): 

•  There are theoretical corrections which bring f0→ fπ= 92.42± 0.25 
MeV, leading to non perturbative QCD prediction (leading order) 

Precision Test of fundamental prediction of 
QCD: Measurement of π0 decay width 





Experimental status of π0→γγ width 



 
Current experimental activities to measure Γ(π0→γγ) at 1% 

 

σobs~3 pb 

104 events with L~3 fb-1 ~3000 ev 

Primex (JLAB): γ N→π0 N KLOE-2 (LNF): ee→π0 ee 

1% is a challenging measurement!!! 



2.8% total error (before was 7%!) Goal of 1.4% (0.4% stat) 

Primex result:  PRL 106 (2011) 162303  



Primex result:  PRL 106 (2011) 162303  

1.6% syst error 
comes from 
uncertainty on 
background (nuclear) 
subtraction 

Nuclear background 
is an issue! 



How Γ(π0→γγ) measurement at IRIDE would 
compare with Primex? 

•  Both uses Primakoff scattering 
•  Electron (IRIDE) vs Nuclear target (Primex) 
•  Eγ =10-20 MeV (IRIDE) vs  Eγ~5 GeV (Primex) 
•  Much cleaner enviroment at IRIDE.  
•  Higher intensity photon beam at IRIDE compensates for 

the lower cross section (dσ Primakov ~Z2 (~10000)): 
≈  σ ~1-2 nb  (500-750 MeV) at IRIDE. 

•  With a luminosity of 1030 cm-2 sec-1 and 50% detector 
efficiency: Nev ~ 104 evts/year, sufficient to reach 1% stat 
error in one  year.  

Competitive to Primex but in a much cleaner enviroment è   
important for the systematics 
Γ(π0→γγ) important also for HLbL (it fixes |Fπ0(0,0)|2) 



M. Passera 

A feasibility study is going on with a MC generator (S. Ivashyn)  

Ee=750 MeV 
Eγ=20 MeV 
σ=2nb 

Ee=500 MeV 
Eγ=10 MeV 
σ=0.7 nb 
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“Preliminary” results from MC: 
Courtesy of S. Ivashyn 

Ee=750 MeV 
Eγ=20 MeV 
σ=2nb 



Testing QED at IRIDE 
(with photon-photon interaction) 
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Testing QED at IRIDE 
(with photon-photon interaction) 
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(However required luminosity for a competitive measurement of sin2θw looks too 
high O(100 fb-1) )  



Testing QED at IRIDE 
(with photon-photon interaction) 
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•  Photon-photon scattering directly probes the fluctuations of 
quantum vacuum.  

•  A photon-photon scattering at √s~1 MeV (where the cross 
section is higher) would be an important test for our 
understading of QED Vacuum 
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PET-like, segmented 
detector 

... somewhat similar to 
Crystal Ball 



-This process is very important to 
determine the linear polarization of the 
photon (at Eγ>500 MeV). I t has 
astrophysical implications (Gamma-rays 
Polarization) 
  
 
 
 
- Existing measurements differ from theor 

Precision test of QED prediction: Triplet 
photoproduction e-γàe-γ*àe-e+e-  

Azimutal angle of e- 

d!
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I.Endo et al. NIM A280 (1989) 144 

λ=analyzing power 



Luminosity and Beam requirements for 
γγ and eγ	


102 nb-1 104 nb-1 



Search for New Physics at IRIDE
(e- on target and e-γ interactions) 



•  In the recent years, the existence of new light weakly 
interacting bosons (“u bosons”) has been proposed to 
explain “puzzling” astrophisical observations (Integral, 
Pamela, Atic, Fermi, WMAP, Hess, Dama/Libra) 

•  This u boson can communicate with the SM through a 
kinetic mixing term of the form: 

•  It could explain the 3.6σ deviation between the SM and 
experimental value of (g-2)µ   

•  This boson is light  (MU ~MeV-GeV scale) and can be  
searched in e+e- collider and at fixed target experiments 

Search for physics BSM 

⇒A lot of experimental activities (and theo. papers)! 



arXiv:1205.2709v1 



90% Exclusion plots: dashed are published meas.; 
lines are new projects (arXiv:1205.2671v1) 

Mu (GeV) 

10 MeV 100 MeV 



U bosons can be searched at flavor factories and 
fixed target experiment 

JHEP 0907 (2009) 051 



U bosons search at IRIDE with e- beam on fixed target: 
Experimental signature 

•  Produce low mass hidden gauge bosons with weak coupling to SM via 
high intensity electron beam incident on fixed high-Z target 

•  U decays to e+e- pair with opening angle  decays to pair with opening 
angle ~mU/Eb 

TARGET 

- This search possible at IRIDE 
- Excellent mass resolution required (             ) !1MeV



U bosons can be searched in e-gamma collisions? 

At IRIDE we could  achieve some order of magnitude better, 
making this search realistic 

JHEP 0907 (2009) 051 



Search for u boson at IRIDE (Mu<250 MeV) 

Sensitivity on ε must be estimated (work is in progress) 

γ + e- → u +  e-  	
 Ee=100-3000 MeV and Eγ=10-50 MeV,   
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Very preliminary: sensitivity with e-γ collisions  
(courtesy of Ivashyn and Shekhovtsova) 

L>1030 needed 
Work in progress 



Testing QM at IRIDE 



Test of QM at IRIDE? 

Phys.Rev.Lett. 108 (2012) 233201 



•  η and η’ full width at 1% accuracy with e-gamma collider? (see 
Romeo’s presentation) 

•  Experiment of fundamental physics with neutrons? (see  
Berezhiani’s presentation) 

•  Determination of the Hadronic Vacuum Polarization with ee 
collider for (g-2)µ and alpha_em? (see tomorrow session) 

•  Physics application with low energy positron source? (see 
Villa’s presentation) 

•  Other? 

Other physics opportunities 



•  We are requested to produce a White Book for mid of July. 

•  The Particle physics case(s) will enter and will be very 
important for the success of this project 

•  We need to critically discuss and assess the list of 
measurements in a priority way (from the highest (like 
fundamental measurement which cannot be done elsewhere) 
to lowest mark) 

•  We should understant the international competition 

•  Your contribution  will be very important! 
 
Tomorrow a dedicated session at the end of the Workshop. 

Towards the White Book 



Let’s start with the meeting! 



•  The physics case offered by IRIDE is very compelling. It would 
allow to test EW and QCD sectors of the SM, QED, MQ and 
search for New Physics.  

•  IRIDE parameters (current, luminosity) look very suited for 
these precision measurements, making these searches 
competitive with existing and planned experiments.  

•  The e-γ  and γ-γ collider would be an unique feature of this 
facility 

Conclusion (I)  



•  Realistic studies are in progress. Request on precision 
(machine, detector) very demanding. 

 

•  We are studing in details this physics program. It is very 
promising with strong opportunities for involvement. 

 

Conclusion (II)  

If you are interested you are welcome! 



Iride Roadmap 

Thank you!!! 



Past, Current and future experiments 
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Variable beam polarization and final state polarization 
discrimination, useful for disentangling contributions from 
different matrix elements 
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Event rate calculation (at 1.6 MeV CM) 
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Background from the Breit-Wheeler process 
(straighforward process, however still 
unobserved!) 
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